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Focus Introduction  

The Content Marketing or Brand content is being considered as one of the biggest 2013 digital trends. Following our annual study Digital 
Luxury Marketing Report 2012,  that gives an overview of Luxury Brands digital activities, we noticed that the internet and its outlets are now 
owned and tackled by these brands. However one of the remaining challenges is about the content that they will offer to the internet users. 
 
Furthermore, the question of the opposition between the access to information and sharing offered by internet and the preservation of the 
rarity of luxury products remains. How to preserve the prestigious, inaccessible and traditional brand image while using a media defined by its 
accessibility, instantaneity and perpetual evolution. Indeed, internet offers a lot of possibilities in terms of supports and so on in terms of 
content. It is a space opened to communication and exchanges. Luxury Brands now have to take part of these interactions by producing, 
choosing and proposing the most relevant contents to maintain a real dialog between them and the internet users. 
 
As regards to Luxury, the main communication objective is to maintain the brand image which has become even more important with the 
development of the internet as the internet users can now create and share bespoke contents independently from the brands. 
This Foucs on Digital Brand Content and Luxury will try to give an overview of the supports and contents used by the brands and define their 
actual usage. It has been developed in partnership with Making Of Luxury blog that publishes the digital content produced by luxury brand. 
 
To the question « do you think the Y generation push the brands to create contents completely opposed to the previsous ones – a trend that 
could be named as Luxdisruption - ? » we hesitate to respond that the brands are now urged to changed their position as regards to the web 
because of the web development as for Kenzo or Karl Lagerfeld for instance.  
In order to complete this Focus and give a quantitative answer on the link between Luxury and Y generation, we asked people between the age 
of 20 and 36 and passionate about luxury and/or digital about their behaviours, their needs and perception of luxury products. 
 
The result of this survey « Key 1 – Luxe, Web & génération Y » will be published shortly 
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Brand Content - Definition 

Brand content consists in every written, photo or video content produced or created by luxury brands. Brand content does not aim to 
communicate on a single product by using key selling points but to communicate on values, traditions, anecdotes and a proper history to the 
brand. It is different from sponsorship or endorsement that consist in associating a brand with a previously existing content. 
 
The main objective of brand content is to engage an enriched dialog with consumers, to enhance their engagement by sharing a special, 
unique and qualitative experience with them (premium experience). Brand Content is more about an editorial experience that will involve the 
consumer and that will have to be consistent with the brand image to be understood and associated to this brand. (Ex: Red Bull and extreme 
sports - Cartier et Art).        
    
There can also be hybrid situations with tv commercial in long formats or realized by famous directors for instance. Brand Content is less 
about convincing a large audience but more about reaching a smaller but closer to the brand audience. In addition, contrary to classic 
advertisements that promote a single product, brand content aims to underline the specificities and characteristic elements of the universe of 
the brand. 
 
During the brand content creative process, the brand ends up by playing the part of an editor and becomes a media brand.  
Plus, Internet offers a lot of  expression tools which is why it has opened the status of editor and supported the development of brand content 
by multiplying the available supports while reducing the production costs. 
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Mystery and Proximity 

Luxury Brands are defined by their inaccessibility. Indeed this inaccessibility contributes to the desire and the dream that are related to them. 
Their history, their traditions, the fabrics they use and their specific and secret know-hows and techniques make every luxury product rare not 
to say unique and so, much more desirable. The distance put by Luxury Brand between their products and their consumers - and not between 
the brand and its consumers – is used to maintain some kind of mystery, some kind of desire and so on some kind of halo. 
 
Other non-luxury brands are taking over these codes trying to make their products rarer and inaccessible. For example, Abercrombie et Fitch 
that restrained the access to their products and boutiques creating a special universes of brand;    
 
Also, the consumers’ habits and behaviors have changed. They now tend to ask for more information, for enriched content and dialog with 
brands. They also tend to be more rational in their consumption choices due to the increasing hyper connection that surrounds them.
          
This phenomenon has been amplified by the development of the high-speed internet which gave to the internet user the opportunity to have 
access to information, to compare, share and exchange and to develop their own contents. They become editors of content about brands that 
brands can’t keep ignoring. The internet users are now active and demanding for innovative, bespoke and personalized experiences. 
 
The brand content is now appearing as an inevitable tool to communicate and especially on the internet. In a more general way, brands have 
to be closer to their clients and give them answers and personalized and bespoke contents especially as regards to Luxury Brands for which 
brand image is capital.  
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Luxury is convenient and suitable for content creation. Indeed, luxury brands usually possess a strong historical capital based on specific 
know-hows, values and traditions recognized and associated to them for a long period. This capital is what carries them through the years. 
Luxury products are increasing the consumers’ desires as they contain and embody histories that remain untold. 
 
These secrets and halos were so far maintained through books publishing, major events organization such as fashion shows and also through 
events sponsorship (cultural events such as art galleries, festivals…) that were opportunities to associate luxury brands to specific values and 
so on to value these brands. 
 
However these events were restrained to a small audience. And if the last decade did not democratize luxury, more consumers « gained 
access » to Luxury Brands. Indeed, Internet has globally given a much wider access to information and contents. It enhanced discussions and 
sharing. It allowed to broadcasting and sharing photos, videos pretty fast via cellphone or tablets for instance. Brands – and their universes – 
had to open and become closer to a wider audience or they would have lost control. 
 
The very first brand contents were fashion almanacs. They were developed during the 18th century in order to present the luxury products 
integrated into brands’ universes. In the 19th, Charles Frédéric Worth  created the concept of living models while Jeanne Paquin created the 
fashion show during the XXth century.  
     
Other means and supports were used in order to stage luxury products. Coco Chanel was one of the first fashion designers to place her 
products in movies and integrate them into special universes. As for now, Luxury is not only about maters and know-how any more but more 
not to say mostly about the exceptional universe that will be associated to a brand and its products. Brands have to focus on establishing a 
personalized and premium experience. 
  

Know-Hows, History and Traditions 
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Diffusion Environment – Diffusion premium placement  

Press, tv, outdoor and boutiques are the expression tools that brands have used the most to communicate to a wider audience (not including 
the fashion shows which audience is restreined and which can stage the products specific universes of brands).  
    
In order to insure a good diffusion of information you need to master the diffusion environment. For press, tv and cinema, the quality 
standards are already settled. In the press, the premium environment will be defined by paper weight, cover, type of paper (matte or glossy), 
targeted audience and the topics. For television it will be defined by the channel, the programm before or after which the tv commercial will be 
broadcast and the audience profile. As for cinema, it will be linked to the movie type and the targeted audience. Moreover, the print support is 
often chosen in priority by brands because of its quality and its durability that lead to en extended consumption (magazines are often kept for 
long period and shared) 
 
The diversity of supports offered by the internet ass well as its massive audience have repelled the luxury brands for quite a long time.  
Indeed, the context of presentation and staging of luxury products is as important as the product itself. Showcasing the product is capital 
hence the organnization of fashion show in prestigious and exceptionnal places or the jewellery box in which Jewells are presented. Regarding 
the web new factors have been considered by luxury brands. Internet is mainly focused on the internet user or client. The quality, function and 
the premium status of a website will be defined by the internet users, the audience profile and its expectations, its loyalty and its range (cover). 
We will talk about « premium media » especially for websties which target high revenue population (CSP++). Internet also combines the 
strength and graphical impact of an ad through the quality of the support and the possibility to create enriched editorial content (brand 
content) via rich-media formats. 
 
In addition internet is now available various devices such as Pcs, Smartphones, tablets. The last two devies being majorly owned by high 
revenue population (CSP+). 
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Diffusion Environment – Diffusion premium placement  

Paradoxically, the ads and brand content diffusion environment has been enriched by digital media which added a really strong link to the 
product reality via the development of premium, bespoke and interactive websites. These websites lead to an enriched user experience and 
allow the internet user to get a better appreciation of the universe of brand but also of the product inside this universe.  More generally digital 
media give the opportunity to provide content and to create diffusion environments in which the internet users can live immersive and 
personalized experiences specific to brands and products’ universes. 
 
One of the main challenges of digital brand content will be the control and the control level of this diffusion environment that can be pretty 
broad and yet  hyper targeted, in complete affinity with the target and controlled, mastered by the brand.  

         
Furthermore, internet gives the opportunity to measure the impact of brand content on the internet users via the detailed account of pages  
views, viewed videos, number of visitors, number of shares, number of generated contacts and numbers of social media generated 
interactions… 
 
We will define a digital premium diffusion environment by: 
- The diffusion context: main topic, control if the brand’s universe 
- The aesthetic  quality of the support 
- The targeted audience: High revenue population (CSP++) 
- The Growth Rating Point : powerful media in terms of visitors belonging to the targeted audience 
- Consumption length: message durability, freedom of usage 
- Interactivity: social media 
- Rich media: photos, videos and texts 
- Usual type of content treated by the support 
 
We’ll see the notion of premium media in our next Focus - Focus #3 – Media premium & Luxury 
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Diffusion Environment – Premium diffusion placement  

We identified several digital supports categories : Videos - Apps - Websites - Platforms - Social Media - E-CRM 
   
Internet is the perfect place to create enriched, personalized and interactive. However there are many tools and supports available and they 
are always evolving. One of the main challenges will be to chose the diffusion support so that it will fit the most to the content, its forms and 
implementation and will still deliver the message. 
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The video is one most used support for brand contents  because it is a way to convey a quality, enriched and durable content on the internet. It 
can also be seen and shared very easily as the broadcasting and hosting of videos on the web is free. In addition, the digital formats now 
permit to reach a very high level of visual quality with a really low airing cost. 
 

Videos were previously restrained to cinema and tv. They can now be viewed by internet users whenever they want, for as much as they want, 
wherever they want thanks to laptops, tablets and Smartphones that all offer internet access. And videos are one of the most employed 
supports in terms of marketing  
 

Indeed, according to Médiamétrie in December 2012, Google/YouTube counted 30,6 millions of online video viewers,  Dailymotion 15,1M, 
TF1/Wat 9,2M, Facebook 5,5M and AuFeminin 4,3M. France Télévisions (3,9M) occupied the 6th place, Vimeo (3,8M) the 7th and M6  the 9th. 
According to our study Digital Luxury Marketing report, in December 12, 86% of luxury brands had Youtube channels and 750 views per 
suscribers per year in average. 
 
In 2013 we noticed the development of web series  exclusively produced for the web as the Lady Dior documentary with Marion Cotillard or 
more recently the web series produced for the 60th anniversary of Chloé, directed by Moxie and Zenith Optimédia. 
 

Video 

LUXURY BRAND CONTENT - Web brand content diffusion supports 

Source : Mediametrie//NetRatings - Tous lieux de connexion - France - Décembre 2012 

/ Technique 
 
In addition to the various diffusion platforms for online 
videos, ad selling houses and media offer a lot of 
possibilities: In-Stream, Out Stream, in Banner (the video 
is inside an article  and the it plays only when the 
intertnet user sees the whole screen), Ad selector 
(propose to watch several videos before the actual 
content), pre-roll (the video is played before a content), 
post-roll (the video is played after the content chosen by 
the internet user). 
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Brand websites - Des sites de marque aux webzines 

Brand dedicated websites have become the main  tool  for brand content as they  enable brands  to gather all their content in one single 
dedicated space. 
 
In addition, as we underlined it into our study Digital Luxury Marketing Report, brand websites are the first results that come from every 
research made  on  search engines.  These websties appears to be the main tool for internet users to reach and access brands 
 
Some brands even have developed their own news section and created real webzines. Chanel for instance has developed Chanel Inside, Dior  
its Dior mag or Swarovski  with Swarovski Elements. These webzines are opportunites to share every news , day to day info and talk about their 
offfline activites via  videos, case file, interviews 

LUXURY BRAND CONTENT - Web brand content diffusion supports 

/ Technique 
 
Brand websites are the first SEO tools whIch is 
why they play a maJor part in the online brand 
image.  
 
In order to be optimum these websites have to 
be multi-screen and use  as much as possible 
the HTML5  coding as it allows to create 
designs that automatically adapt to every 
screen. 
 
On the other hand, some techniques such as 
the creation of 100% flash websites is no longer 
recommended as they are less efficient in 
terms of SEO. 

Website – Longchamp.com  Website – Chanel.com  
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From brand focused articles to dedicated and/or bespoke platforms 

In the same logic as for dedicated websites, brands are developing more and more brand or product dedicated platforms in order to control 
the diffusion  environment  as well as the content  they propose 
 
Indeed, in addition to the content, these platforms enable brands to control, to master the environment in which the content will be showcased 
on a short term (bespoke platforms) as well as on a long er term. 
 
This technique is also used by luxury brands such as Guerlain with its platform Guerlain Makeup or Yves Saint Laurent  with Yves Saint Laurent 
Experience. 
 
These platforms are reflecting  the universes of brands and  they propose an updated and  quality content in order to offer a premium 
experience. 
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Plateforme– Belvédère at Cannes 

 
Plateform– Dior Backstage Makeup 
  

Plateforme– Hotline 
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Web and Mobile apps for more proximity with the internet users 

Brands have understood the importance of the mobile. Indeed, in 2012, (Mediametrie Nov. 12) there were 22.3 millions of monthly mobile web 
users  
34% of them belonged to the high revenue population and they spent 82 minutes on mobile web in average. 
 
Mobile is a way for brands to be in the mobile web users daily life, to be always there, to propose hyper targeted, bespoke and daily updated 
content. 
Applications can be used in order to give information and advice on products, to propose virtual testing, to offer additional and exclusive 
content such as videos, wall papers, photos…(cf Digital Luxury Marketing report 2012). 
 
However, mobile apps will not be only restricted to mobile. Indeed they are considered as the websites future by several digital experts. In 
addition, these apps have already been developed on PC via Windows 8 .  
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Apps Ipad – Marriott Jobs In Europe App Web – Louis Vuitton Correspondance Apps Windows 8 – Dior Mag 
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Social Media – Interactivity and sharing 

Social media are also a relevant solution in order to broadcast brand content. More especially they  give an opportunity to establish and 
maintain a dialog with internet users. 
 
They are a very useful communication tool towards hyper targeted internet users that already shown an interest for the brand (as they follow it 
or like it…) but most of all, they enable brands to use contents to interact with them via games for instance.  
Facebook, Youtube and Twitter remain the most used social media by luxury brands. 
    
….see report key 1!  
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Twitter – Louis Vuitton Social Room Google + Hangout – Dior Look Facebook – Application Issey Miyake 
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E-CRM – Online client relationship management   

E-CRM tools (Client Relation Management) such as e-mailing campaigns, newsletters and dedicated web spaces (clubs) are also used to 
broadcast personalized brand content. Indeed, these supports can be used to ensure the perfect match between the content and the client via 
a fully personalized content, which implies proximity between clients and brand. 
 
This type of support targets most of all informed consumers. Its aim is to maintain a relationship with identified clients. It is also often linked to 
e-commerce – that we’ll treat in our next focus – and is part of the premium client service as with the My LV and Nespresso clubs that offer 
many privileges. E-mailing campaigns are a way for internet users to be directly informed via mail. Other CRM devices such as subscription 
offer via mail can be used to inform internet users regarding to their interests or and their request.  
They can also propose to receive information on brands’ activities and news as proposed by the brand Lancôme - assisted by AdLead agency. 
Some brands also work in partnership with website that possesses important and targeted data bases like My Little Paris, that invite internet 
user to boutiques or shops.  
  

LUXURY BRAND CONTENT - Web brand content diffusion supports 

Source: Adlead 
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Nature of content defines the brand content strategy 

Brand content helps to create a special relation bewteen the clients and the brand by pointing out and sharing the specifics values of the 
brands to create a strong emotionnal engagement. 
  
The new Digital Media are defined by their multimedia aspects. The high speed internet also lead to a wider and faster access to text, photos, 
videos. Adding the possibility of multi-screen usages, geographical localization and social media tools,  digital medias give the opportunity to 
propose diversified brand contents and give room to creativity. 
          
As the nature of contents defines the brand content strategies, we categorized the different types of contents proposed by luxury brand on the 
internet according to their formats and objectives  
 
Furthermore, we also noticed an increasing trend which is the association between brands and brand ambassadors, that are becoming the 
faces of brands. Coco Chanel has been associated her products with stars and actors since 1930. N°5 perfume is clearly associated to the 
famous actress Marilyn Monroe. Tv commercial, which are often broadcasted in cinema, will become one of the main tools to showcase 
universes of brands. For this reason, brands will hire famous directors and create ads that will become masterpieces. 
 
In a more general way, the diffusion environmenst will not only be linked to the support but will also be defined by the target, the quality of the 
support, the tools used to convey the message (innovative) and the control of the consultation environment. 
 
We tried to give an overview of the different types of content proposed by luxury brands in terms of brand content, and in the end four main 
types of content stood out:  Storytelling, News, Entertainment et Pratical tools 
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Storytelling 
The first identified content is used to inform the internet user on a brand, a product or the values that are attached to them. The main 
objective will be to convey the brand universe using descriptive content. We’ll name this type of content “Storytelling”. This content proposes 
durable information and highlights timeless values. It can be declined under various forms:  short-films, sponsored 'advertorials‘, 
documentaries (archives) but also videos (that are more and more used) 
  
Indeed, video contents using storytelling offer a high level of quality and are sometimes directed by recognized movie makers as for Jaguar F-
Type and Lady Dior.   
Animation movies can also transmit universes of brands or present the product in a different and sometimes fun way. They participate to the 
brand storytelling.        
 
The documentary format is also a storytelling tool. Indeed, it can be an opportunity to give value to a brand’s archives footages and  itcan be 
completed with interviews. For example Chanel N°5 or Miss Dior.  
    
The sponsored 'advertorials‘ are a way to combine the advertising codes of a product and  leave  the editorial part to a third party  but still  
maintaining the same objectives i.e. a to convey  the brand universes.     
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News 

This type of content deals with the daily activity of luxury brands: fashion shows, new collections, ambassadors… Indeed, since luxury brands 
arrived on the internet, consumers became more a more eager to be « in » these brands’ daily life (inside luxury), from the workshop activities 
to the back stages of a fashion shows. We’ll call this type of content NEWS. 
 
The internet users’ attraction for NEWS also took part in the development of brands’ webzines, product showcasing, events, behind the scene, 
photo and movie shoots, interviews, ambassadors or live devices.  As an example the Burberry fashion show for which the brand used social 
media such as 
Facebook an Twitter to interact with internet user but also  rich-media content in order to create exclusive content.  
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Entertainment 

The third type of content we identified is aiming to propose fun and/or cultural activities to internet users associating them with brands’ codes 
and values. We’ll call this type of content Entertainment.  
 
Luxury brands tended to avoid  the use of games. However , they now tend  to resort to them especially via social nettworks or via dedicated 
platforms like Jean-Paul Gaultier did with its Advent calendar with which internet users could win products. 
 
The internet is also a way for luxury brands to develop partnerships or to be associated with cultural activities (concerts, exhibitions…). 
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Practical Tools 

The fourth type of content we identified is constituted with the Practical tools developed by brands. Their objective is to give consumers advice 
on how to use the products and to propose tools linked to the nature and values of the brand’s products. 
 
Luxury brands propose guides and tools to help internet users in their daily use of the products in order to enhance their engagement. Luxury 
brands use mobile and web applications, web dedicated platforms, e- discount coupons or usage and care guides. For instance, the web 
application Clarins Mon fil rouge Beauté, developed by the agency Dagobert. 
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Le Brand Content In–store – Workshop Karl Lagerfeld 
A l’image des flagships Burberry à Londres, la maison Karl Lagerfeld, accompagnée par l’agence 
Emakina, a amorcé l’intégration du digital au sein des boutiques physiques, posant ainsi de 
nouvelles questions sur le contenu à proposer, les supports à mettre en place (tablettes, écrans 
tactiles…), la considération du contexte de consultation de ce contenu au sein de la boutique et 
le travail sur la cohérence avec ce nouveau type d’attente des consommateurs.  
 
Les flagships Karl Lagerfeld sont donc équipés de Karl’s Booth, un écran tactile intégré dans 
chaque cabine d’essayage, permettant aux clients de prendre, personnaliser et partager leurs 
look, de Karl’s Interactive permettant aux visiteurs de partager leurs impressions, témoigner 
leur attachement à la marque. Ils peuvent s’approprier l’univers de Karl Lagerfeld en contrôlant, 
depuis un iPad, un mur d’écrans géants où ils font défiler leurs photos . On y trouve également 
« The Kollection » qui est la recommandation de look via des iPad mini glissés parmi les 
portants. 
 
S'il est vrai que ces dispositifs visent à rendre le client plus autonome sur certains points grâce à 
un service personnalisé et interactif, la présence de vendeurs reste essentielle. Ainsi, ces 
nouveaux types de contenus doivent venir compléter le service personnalisé offert en boutique, 
ce qui sera d’autant plus possible dans un futur proche, notamment avec des technologie telles 
que le NFC. La technologie NFC (Near Field Communication), qui permet d'échanger des 
données entre un lecteur et n'importe quel terminal mobile ou entre les terminaux eux-mêmes, 
est déjà utilisée en France pour les badges électroniques de transport et devrait, dans les mois à 
venir, être intégrée à tout Smartphone.  
 
Celle-ci devrait permettre une reconnaissance du client via son Smartphone, dès l’entrée en 
boutique, grâce à la conservation, au sein du magasin, d’informations précises sur le client 
comme sa taille, ses couleurs préférées et habitudes de consommation.  
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Conclusion – Offer a « premium experience » to internet users 

To conclude, all the digital contents offered by Luxury Brands participate to the definition of the brands’ universes especially for luxury brands 
and products. These contents aim to offer unique moments, to create desire and attractivity. The online experience offers much more sharing 
opportunities (social media, video formats, dedicated websites…). Exclusive and private brand or product spaces (clubs) that offer additional 
services will also participate to the unique experience offered to the internet user. For luxury products, the challenge of brand content will be 
to tackle and associate in the best way premium media and engaging content in order to propose premium experiences. 
 

Premium Context (premium media and web support) + Premium Content = Premium Experience  
  

Web is now widerly accessible that’s why it could be interesting to master the technical context (pc, mobile, pads), the geographical context 
(country, city) and temporal context (going near by a boutique, week-end, special event…). A second key point could be the consumer targeting 
by gender, age, passion and/or consumption habits  in order to propose personalized e-commerce experience treated in our E-commerce & 
Luxury Focus. 
 
International luxury brands that communicate on a global brand universe can face the cultural difference problem. But, it is not an major issue 
as luxury brands use authentic and unique symbols that can be understood globaly. However differences will appear when luxury brands will 
chose different communication supports. For example, a Chinese target will be younger and more sensitive to the mobile support than a 
French target. 
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We would like to thank especially the following  agencies:  Dagobert,  Vertu,  Adlead,  Nomoon,  Emakina  and Sisso that provided us with case 
studies. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
> Discover the presentations  of all  the digital agencies working with luxury brands on  Digital Luxury Tools 

Thanks 

LUXURY BRAND CONTENT 

Making of  Luxury  is  the premium web placement for luxury brands institutional contents. Discover the behind the scenes of luxury brands 
(short films, documentaries, fashion shows…) 
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Your opinion matters! 

Thanks to take 5 minutes to participate to this survey : http://digitaluxury.fr/satisfaction-focus-2/ 

LUXURY BRAND CONTENT 
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Ils parlent de nous : 
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• DigitaLuxury Tools - Références 
• DigitaLuxury Trend 
 

/ INSIGHTS 
• DigitaLuxury Report 2012 - Etude annuelle 
• DigitaLuxury Key Sondages 

 

 
/ Digital Luxury News 
• Actualités du luxe sur le web: Marques, Agences, 
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• Dossiers spéciaux - Focus 
 

Contact | team@digitaluxury.fr 

/  AND YOU ? 
• Abonnez-vous gratuitement à DLuxury News 
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